The genomlo arrangement and sequences of £• pombe 5S RNA genes are reported here. The 53 gene sequences appear to be dispersed within the genome, and are found independently of other rHKA genes. The sequences of two 5S genes examined show identioal coding regions of 119 base pairs but have widely varying flanking sequences. A tRNA Aa P gene Is found in the 3' flanking region of one of the 5S genes. The tRNA As P gene is faithfully transcribed in an X. laevls in vitro system, while the 53 genes are not transcribed in this system.
INTRODUCTION
In eukaryotes the rRNA genes are organized as clusters of tandem repeats that are transcribed by RNA polymerase I (1). Transcription of the repeating unit results In a single precursor, whioh in turn is processed to form the mature rRNA species. Usually the 5S RNA genes (5S genes) are organized as separate gene clusters but in Dlctvoatallum and £. eerevlslae the 5S genes are closely linked with the genes for the large ribosomal RNAs (1). Since 5S genes are transcribed by RNA polymerase III 5S RNA formation is 'independent 1 of transcription of the other rRNA genes.
RNA polymerase III is also responsible for the formation of tRNA (Roeder, 1976).
The clustered arrangement of 5S genes may have evolutionary consequences (2,3). However, the evolutionary mechanism may not be a common one in that the 5S genes of Neurosoora oraasa are not tandemly repeated (1).
In an effort to learn more about the components of the translation machinery of the fission yeast Sohlzosaonharomvcea jjojubs, and as part of our interest in understanding the transcription of eukaryotlc tRNA genes by RNA polymerase III, we initiated a study of the arrangement and nuoleotide transcription terminators adjacent to the 3'-end of the coding region significant homologies between the DNA sequences of these clones have not been observed in a computer search (24) .
Analysis of the DNA sequence of the tRNA gene from pYM1i6 indicates that this gene codes for a tRNAAsp which recognizes the codon GAC.
Comparison of the prlaary sequence of this tRNA with that of the corresponding tRNA species from £. cerevlslae shows a large sequence divergence C)5f) between these tRNAs (Fig. 5) . This is in line with current knowledge (6) that the tRNA sequences of these two yeasts differ drastically. 1050  1060  1070  1080  1090  1100  1110  1120  1130  1140  1150  1160  1170  TTCTTCKyiAGCrTTGTATACATT<K^WJUU«TAICTCATATATTGAATAATGAATAT<?rrTCATTAATAACAA   1180  1190  1200  1210  1220  1230  1240  1250  1260  1270  1280  1290  1300   rAGTTCCATA   1310  1320  1330  1340  1350  1360  1370  1380  1390  1400  1410  1420  1430   1440  1450  1460 pombe is closer to Meuroapora than to 3,. cerevlslae. Sequence data on other genes are needed to establish more securely the evolutionary relationships among lower eukaryotes.
